
1992 — Mr. Wang Chia Chin and Ms. Ko Su Mei established San Hawk Technic Co., Ltd. (‘‘San

Hawk’’) in Taipei with a registered capital of NT$5 million for the manufacture and

distribution of PC chassis.

— The Company’s subsidiaries Sky Hawk Computer and Eagle Lord Development Limited

were incorporated in Belgium and Hong Kong respectively.

1993 — The Group’s sales had covered Australia, Belgium, France, Spain, UK, Italy and Germany.

1994 — The Group established Sky Hawk Computer (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. (‘‘Sky Hawk Shenzhen’’),

a wholly foreign owned enterprise in the People’s Republic of China (the ‘‘PRC’’), to act as

the Group’s principal production base.

1995 — The Group established Newton Investments Limited and Glory Trading Limited that were

incorporated in Apia, Samoa to enhance the Group’s sales and marketing effort.

— The Group possessed a comprehensive production line of PC chassis, including slitting,

shearing, press punching and coating.

— In the same year, the registered capital of San Hawk was increased to NT$10 million in

order to facilitate future development.

1996 — The Group’s sales effort was extended to the US and Austria.

1997 — Sky Hawk Shenzhen was awarded an approval on sewage discharge by the Environmental

Protection Bureau of Shenzhen that facilitated the development of its plating production

line.

1998 — Pablo Enterprises Ltd. and Sky Hawk Computer Group Limited were incorporated in the

BVI as investment vehicles of the Group.

— The registered capital of Sky Hawk Shenzhen was increased to US$5.65 million to enhance

the Group’s production capacity.

— The Group’s principal products had been extended to cover PC chassis, multimedia

speakers, keyboards, power supply, and computer accessories.

1999 — The Group commenced to manufacture networking products in order to diversify its

product mix and successfully launched server chassis, power supply for network systems

and UPS.

— The Group’s sales coverage was extended to Singapore and South Africa.

2000 — In view of the light and highly thermal conductive characteristics of aluminium alloy, the

Group commenced to develop the technology of applying aluminium alloy for the

manufacture of computer chassis, other computer peripherals and networking products.

2001 — The Group had successfully developed its own plating technology and applied for patent

registration in the PRC.

— The Group commenced to deliver its IPC networking server barebone systems and

aluminium alloyed products to the market.

— The Ping Shan People’s Government awarded Sky Hawk Shenzhen as one of the ‘‘Year

2000 Ping Shan, Top Ten Export Enterprises’’.

— Sky Hawk Shenzhan was awarded the ISO 9001 certificate.

— Sky Hawk Shenzhan has been recognized as a grade A enterprise by the Shenzhen Customs

in August 2001.

2002 — The Company was successfully listed on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong (‘‘SEHK’’) on 17

January 2002.
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